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AUCC conference ends on uneasy note
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Of the 138 plants closed 
down, 76 were foreign-owned 
■or controlled and employed 
10,297 of the more titan 16,
000 workers laid off.

Industries worst hit by plant 
shutdowns, textile, steel, auto
mobile, chemical and electrical 
productionT are those with a
high degree of American owner- mains for the Board to make 

I ■ ' all the final decisions that al-
resulting in the permanent or fect (|ie association while the appear visibly disturbed by this
temporary layoff ol 15,224. “a good many plants were plenary acts only as a sort of threat.

The report is the result ot cjosed because the decision to advisory body,
a study conducted by OI L. c]ose was made elsewhere than 
researchers between June 1970 
and June of this year and 

the shutdowns in plants

AUC( toTheTORONTO (CLP) 
spectre ol an 1930s style de
pression has been raised in a 
report on plant shutdowns in 
Ontario released by the Ontario 
Federation of Labor, Monday 
(Nov. 1).

In what the OFl. called the 
worst unemployment crisis since 
the stock market collapse of 
1929, 13S plants in the province 
have shut down in the past year
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ed by the AliCC in us plenur> 
sessions is to pass all motions 
and resolutions along to its 
25-mentbei Board ot Directors 
with the comments of the 
plenary appended.
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student Financial assistance

Most of flu young 
politicians seemed to think, 
however, that students would 
be hack at the annual meeting 
next year.

In other resolutions the 
plenary recommended the es
tablishment of special con 
missions oil the subjects ol 
continuing education in C an- 
ada and the status of women, 
in the university.
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“Carleton’s experience leads
to the opinion that the cflccts 
of a longer academic year wu dd 
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